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MONDAY, JUNE THE THIRTEENTH





INVOCATION: THE REVEREND J. GARLAND WAGGONER
CHARGE TO THE CLASS: VICTOR L. BUTTERFIELD
PRESENTATION OF EMERITUS STAFF MEMBERS
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS: ROGER A. SCHWARTZ
INVESTITURE OF DEANS AND DIRECTORS:
PRESIDENT HOMER DANIELS BABBIDGE, JR.
RECESSIONAL
AWARDING OF DEGREES
Degrees will be awarded at separate ceremonies for the several Schools
and Colleges beginning at 11:45 A.M.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
His Excellency, JOHN DEMPSEY
Governor of The State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
JOSEPH N. Gild
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
WILLIAM J. SANDERS
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
BARBARA BAILEY
WILLIAM BENTON
MERLIN D. BISHOP, Secretary
JOHN J. Minns, Chairman








The students whose names are listed herein were considered candidates
for the degrees indicated when the program was printed; this is not an
official degree list. The appropriate diplomas will be issued to candi-
dates who successfully completed all requirements by the end of the
spring term.
CERTIFICATES
TWO-YEAR CERTIFICATES IN THE
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
DOUGLAS JAMES AVERY
FREDERICK RICHMOND BESTWICK











































JOEL E. WILLIAMS, III
RICHARD JAMES WINUS
FRANK E. ZERA, JR.
Five
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
























































ROBERT PAUL WETTEMANN, in Animal Industries
Six



































































































THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors
in their teaching fields. Therefore, many have dual commitments in the.
University. In the listing below, the School in which the student com-
pleted his major is indicated.
HAROLD FRED ABELES, Fine Arts
LOUIS GREGORY ACETO, Physical Education
CAROLYN JOYCE ALBINO, Education
JOAN MARIE ANDERSON, Education
JUDITH LOUISE AYARS, Education
NANCY JANE BACKSTROM, Education
SUSAN C. BECKERMAN, Education
JANICE E. BEDELL, Education
JANE BENJAMIN, Education
ELIZABETH F. BIRGE, Education
MICHAEL FREDERICK BLAKE, Education
SUSAN ELIZABETH BLOOMFIELD, Education
THOMAS WILLIAM BOWLER, Physical Education
JOCELYN DUGAN CARROLL, Education
LAURIAN ACQUARELLI CECILIO, Home Economics
PATRICIA ANN CHAMPION, Education
GAIL SANDRA CHMIELENSKI, Physical Education
MARILYN LOUISE CLARK, Education
JERILYN DUNCAN COHEN, Education
MARJORY BETTE COHEN, Education
JOYCE ANN COPPOLA, Education
FRANK KEITH DERICK, Agriculture
JEANNE ELLEN DONATH, Education
ROBERT GERARD DOYLE, Business Administration
MARIE K. EINHORN, Home Economics
DIANE F. EISENSTEIN, Education
PATRICIA ANN FISHER, Education
MARIE LOUISE FOOHEY, Education
JOAN WILSON FORRYAN, Education
EVELYN A. FORTUNE, Education
ROBERT H. FROST, Physical Education
ALINE FURMAN, Education
MYRA L. GOLDBERG, Education
MARY JANE GOMEZ, Education
KATHLEEN ROSE GOODRICH, Fine Arts
LINDA JANICE GREENBERG, Education
BEVERLY JEAN GRIFFITH, Education
JOAN MARGARET GROGAN, Education
GAY GROMADA, Education
BARBARA MILES GROSS, Business Administration
ROBERT EDMOND GROSS, Business Administration
THOMAS MICHAEL GROSSI, Education
ROBERT ANTHONY GUIDITTA, Education
DAVID L. GUNAS, Physical Education
ELAINE IRMA HAAS, Fine Arts
JOAN MARGARET HARWOOD, Physical Education
ROBERT ANTON HAVERL, Physical Education
Eight
MARJORIE H. HEINTZ, Education
DONNA KAREN HELLER, Education
DANIEL LEE HESFORD, Physical Education
ELLEN Rum HOCHBERG, Education
PATRICIA ANNE HUPPERT, Physical Education
THOMAS F. HYDE, III, Education
CAROL A. HYJEK, Education
KARIN ELIZABETH JANSON, Education
LOIS ANNETTE KALBER, Fine Arts
JOHN JOSEPH KELEHER, Physical Education
JUDITH ROSALIE KISELSTEIN, Education
GAIL TEMPLETON KOHLER, Education
NANCY LEE KORNGIEBEL, Education
CHRISTINE LOUISE KUNMANN, Fine Arts
JAMISON A. LAW, Fine Arts
JOANN MARY LEPPER, Education
JOHN STANLEY LIS, JR., Physical Education
CYNTHIA WAGNER LLOYD, Home Economics
LESLIE RICH LOWREY, Education
MARILYN LYLE, Education
CORINNE FREYA MARCY, Fine Arts
CAROL BEVERLEY MARGOLIES, Education
JACALYN MELLIN, Education
JOAN CAROL MEYERSON, Education
MARY ANN MORRISSEY, Education
ROBERT JOHN NICHOLS, Education
ANDREA MERRILY NILES, Education
F. MINDY NOVIS, Education
MAUREEN ELAINE O'BRIEN, Physical Education
JOHN N. O'SHAUGHNESSY, Fine Arts
LIDA ANASTASIO PELLETIER, Fine Arts
KATHERINE BAILLIE PILCHER, Home Economics
RONALD SCOTT PIRKEY, Fine Arts
MARCIA RUTH POTTERTON, Physical Education
JUDITH WALSH PROSL, Education
JACK GRANDLE REDMOND, JR., Physical Education
KATHLEEN ANN REILLY, Education
JUNE LILLIAN ROSE, Education
EILEEN HARRIET ROSNER, Education
BARBARA SUE ROZEA, Education
EMILY SADLER, Education
JOYCE ELIZABETH SANDSTROM, Education
CLORINDA MARIE SEMPRINI, Education
HARRIET ANN SHAPIRO, Education
VIRGINIA ANN SIKORA, Education
JANICE ELVA SPINNEY, Education
MARY LOUISE STEVENSON, Education
LESLIE IRENE ST.GERMAIN, Education
VICTORIA ELIZABETH SWEERS, Education
JUNE MARIE TAYLOR, Education
MEREDITH JOAN TUCKER, Education
OLGA VERRO, Home Economics
JOAN LOUISE VOTA, Education
MARILYN ANN WANCZYK, Home Economics
SUZANNE CONSTANCE WAY, Home Economics
Nine
KENNETH LEE WHITNEY, Physical Education
NICKI WARBURTON WRIGHT, Physical Education
SUSAN R. HANDLEMAN ZETOFF, Fine Arts
JUDITH R. ZIETZ, Education
University Scholar
SUSAN C. BECKERMAN





































WILLIAM STEVENS CLARK, JR.
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS CONTOS
CARLOS BUCKLIN COOK





ANDREW NISSEN DALL, III
FRANK DAMIANO
JAMES J. DEFREITAS











LEIGHTON W. C. DYE, JR.
ROGER H. DYMKOWSKI
WILLIAM JACK EBERSOLE, JR.
ROBERT LOUIS ELLIS
DAVID LENNART ENGSTROM






























WALTER BRYANT HOLMES, JR.
DONALD KARL HORBATY
JAMES PHILLIP HOYT, II
LAWRENCE DENNIS HUTCHINS









































RICHARD C. MURRAY, JR.





ALBIN WILLIAM OLSSON, JR.
GARY CHARLES PALMER
CATHERINE TERESA PANUCCI
NICHOLAS F. PAPE, JR.



























CHARLES EDWARD SHULTS, III
ALAN SINDER




































































































































PENELOPE JANE CHAPLIN, in Nursing
















JAMES E. ZULLO, JR.
Thirteen
THE SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
BARBARA JEAN ALWARD













































































































































































































































































































































































SIGRID J. A. HECKER
MICHAEL JAMES HELLER











































































































































FRANKLIN S. J. LOWE
EUGENE THOMAS LUBAS




















JOSEPH WILLIAM MCANNENY, JR.
MARJORIE ELISABETH MCCANN
WAYNE MICHAEL MCCAUGHEY
MICHAEL JOSEPH MCCORMACK, JR.
















































































































HENRY CARL RACKI, JR.
MARTHA SEARGEANT RAY





























































































CHARLES H. SMITH, III
DELL MATTHEW SMITH
ELIZABETH LONGSTRETH SMITH

























































RICHARD EDWARD VAN NESSE
GEORGE A. VICENZI
MARY VITALE
HENRY E. VOEGELI, JR.













































FRANCIS W. ZBIKOWSKI, JR.
JOHN PETER ZELONIS, JR.
DOM ANTHONY ZICCARDI





RICHARD ALAN ARNOLDI, in English
RICHARD PAUL BERNSTEIN, in History
ROBERT GEORGE FALSETTI, in Economics
JAMES F. FORSYTH, in Political Science
JOHN CURTIS JAHODA, in Zoology
DENNIS ALBERT KISSEL, in Bacteriology
JOHN FRANCIS KYLE, in Economics
CAROLYN LEE MCNAMARA, in English
PHILIP H. MELANSON, in Political Science
RUTH ANN NORDENBROOK, in English











THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors
in their teaching fields. They therefore have dual commitments in the
University. In the listing below, all students completed their majors in


















































































BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING


















































































































EDWARD JOSEPH BANATOSKI, in Electrical Engineering
MICHAEL EMIL CASCIOLO, in Electrical Engineering
EVAN ACCARAH DENNAR, in Mechanical Engineering
GARY FRANK DERBENWICK, in Electrical Engineering
WILFRED EUGENE DESAULNIERS, JR., in Mechanical Engineering
JOHN FREIDENFELDS, in Electrical Engineering
DAVID CARL SCHILKE, in Electrical Engineering






BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY




































































BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
































THE SCHOOL OF INSURANCE
FREDERICK WITHINGTON BURKE




FRANCIS A. MAFFE , JR.
EDWARD JOSEPH OWENS




THE SCHOOL OF LAW



























CHARLES H. GIFFORD, III
RICHARD DAVID GORMAN
FREDERICK JOHN HAESCHE
ROBERT ANDREW HALL, JR.

















EDWARD JOSEPH MARKOSKY, JR.





THOMAS F. MORIARTY, JR.
JOHN JULIAN NICHOLS





HENRY LONGDON SHEPHERD, III
GEORGE FAIRCHILD SHERWOOD
JAMES EDWARD ST. CLAIR








ROBERT ASSAD ABODEELY, JR., in Bacteriology
LILLIAN S. ACAYAN, in Statistics
JOHN J. ADAMCZYK, in Mechanical Engineering
GARY WAYNE ADAMS, in Electrical Engineering
ALI A. R. AL-ASKARI, in Pharmacy
ROBERT JOSEPH ANTON, in Physics
RONALD MORITZ ARTH, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT MAURICE BALLARD, in Electrical Engineering
KENNETH LLOYD BARBOUR, in Mechanical Engineering
RICHARD STANLEY BENNETT, in Electrical Engineering
HOWARD BENSEN, in Electrical Engineering
LOUIS EUGENE BERNARD, in Electrical Engineering
PETER KIDD BESCH, in Physics
PATRICIA MACAULEY BODE, in Bacteriology
FREDERICK HENRY BOENIG, in Mechanical Engineering
GORDON BONNEY, in Mechanical Engineering
JACQUES JOSEPH BOURQUE, in Electrical Engineering
WARREN NAFE BOYER, in Mechanical Engineering
BEVERLY ANN BRAUER, in Zoology
EARL HENRY BRAZEAL, JR., in Electrical Engineering
FRANK J. BRISCOE, in Electrical Engineering
PETER PAUL BRUNONE, in Electrical Engineering
HENRY ALDEN BUNKER, III, in Physics
STEPHEN E. BURKLE, in Chemistry
RICHARD COSGROVE BUSHER, JR., in Physics
RONALD JAMES CAMARATA, in Electrical Engineering
CATHERINE BEALE CANT, in Mathematics
JOHN LOUIS Rocco CARBONE, in Electrical Engineering
GILBERT CHARLES CARPENTER, JR., in Aerospace Engineering
JOSEPH RALPH CASTAI.DO, in Electrical Engineering
JAMES DAVIS CHAPMAN, JR., in Chemical Engineering
(BORIS) WEI-YAO CHEN, in Electrical Engineering
CHIA-SU CHEN, in Civil Engineering
KUEN CHIN CHENG, in Civil Engineering
JOHN EMIL CHLUPSA, in Mechanical Engineering
ERIC DAVID CLEGG, in Animal Industries
FLORA ZIMMERMAN COHEN, in Bacteriology
MARTIN GEORGE COHEN, in Mechanical Engineering
GEORGE C. CONNOLLY, JR., in Electrical Engineering
JOHN KLOWAN COOK, in Civil Engineering
JAMES GEORGE DALEY, in Mechanical Engineering
CHARLES SIMON DAPSAUSKI, in Mechanical Engineering
JAHANBUX DARUWALA, in Pharmacy
OSWALD GEORGE DELISSER, in Statistics
GEORGE DERBABIAN, in Electrical Engineering
MIGUEL EMILIO DESMOINEAUX, in Chemical Engineering
MARYANN DICKEY, in Zoology
Louis S. DiCotA, in Civil Engineering
MELVIN LEE DIFFENDAFFER, in Animal Industries
ROBERT JOSEPH DOHENY, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL CORNELIUS DOHERTY, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN RAYMOND DOLL, in Aerospace Engineering
THOMAS ALEXANDER EARL, in Geology
Twenty-eight
EDWARD EARLY, in Civil Engineering
DAN KNIGHT EGEL, in Electrical Engineering
ADELAIDE FROST ELLSWORTH, in Zoology
MAHMOUD MOHAMED EL-OLEMY in Pharmacy
HERBERT ENGLANDER, in Mechanical Engineering
HENNING ERNO, in Animal Diseases
ROBERT LEON FA JKOWSKI, in Mechanical Engineering
LEONARD JOHN FARKAS, in Electrical Engineering
PETER ALFRED FERRETTI, in Botany
MARTIN FETNER, in Electrical Engineering
STEPHEN JERRY FIELD, in Mechanical Engineering
WILLIAM RANDOLPH FIMPLE, in Physics
GARY HAROLD FORD, in Mathematics
KEVIN DENIS FORD, in Physics
ALBERT GEORGE GASPAR, in Mechanical Engineering
PAUL HIBBARD GEISSLER, in Zoology
MIGUELITA CASTILLO GENDRANO, in Chemistry
TODD GIDDINGS, in Geology
DAVID LOUIS GLICKSTEIN, in Civil Engineering
GERALD N. GOLDBERGER, in Physics
CAMELIA SAID GOMAA, in Pharmacy
ALAN L. GOODMAN, in Electrical Engineering
WESLEY GOODWIN, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT M. GORMAN, in Mechanical Engineering
BRUCE ROBERT GOURLEY, in Chemical Engineering
SATNUR KEMPAIYA NARAYANASWAMY GOWDA, in Civil Engineering
DARROLL LEE GRANT, in Animal Industries
JAMES JOSEPH GRIFFITH, in Electrical Engineering
WALTER GRIN, in Mechanical Engineering
DONALD SYLWESTER GROSSO, in Electrical Engineering
ROY NATHAN GUILE, in Mechanical Engineering
DAVID GUMKOWSKI, in Aerospace Engineering
FRANK JOHN HANNIGAN, in Electrical Engineering
ROGER WILLIAM HANSELL, in Mathematics
ROLF KENNETH HANSON, in Biochemistry
CAROL A. HARTy, in Bacteriology
FRANK WILLIAM HOFFMAN, in Physics
JUDITH LEANNE HOLLAND, in Zoology
RICHARD EDWARD HOLMES, in Electrical Engineering
LEE BRIAN HOPKINSON, in Electrical Engineering
HARVEY MORRIS HOROWITZ, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN M. Hsu, in Civil Engineering
CHAU-TON HUANG, in Civil Engineering
EDWIN LAWRENCE HUBBARD, in Geology
ROBERT P. Isom& in Electrical Engineering
WARREN DEFOREST JACKSON, in Civil Engineering
ROBERT GLASS JACOBI, in Mechanical Engineering
GEORGE ALFRED JACQUES, JR., in Electrical Engineering
BRUCE VIRGIL JOHNSON, in Physics
DONALD WARREN JOHNSON, in Chemical Engineering
BERNARD S. JORTNER, in Animal Diseases
ROBERT L. KAHN, in Electrical Engineering
GEORGE HERBERT KEATS, in Electrical Engineering
WILLIAM CARROLL KEEVER, in Physics
CHARLES WILLIAM KING, in Mechanical Engineering
Twenty-nine
HAROLD GEORGE KIPPERMAN, in Zoology
PAUL C. KLIMAS, in Aerospace Engineering
NANCY FIKE KNOP, in Zoology
MYROSLAW KRAsIJ, in Chemistry
RAYMOND LEO KULESA, in Mechanical Engineering
VICTOR PETER KULVINSKAS, in Mathematics
CHUNG KAI Kuo, in Civil Engineering
STANLEY WILLIAM LADOUCEUR, in Electrical Engineering
Liu LANG LAI, in Chemical Engineering
SUNG CHUEL LEE, in Electrical Engineering
KENNETH EARLE LEIBOLD, in Electrical Engineering
ANDRE F. LESPERANCE, in Mechanical Engineering
WEN-SHONG Li, in Civil Engineering
FRANK YATANG LIEN, in Electrical Engineering
LARRY LAVERNE LINSCHEID, in Chemical Engineering
CHARLES DAVENPORT LOCKWOOD, III, in Zoology
JAMES CHARLES LONGLEY, in Civil Engineering
CHARLES LOUIS LUSK, in Electrical Engineering
GURBACHAN PRASAD MALHOTRA, in Civil Engineering
ARISTEDES KOSTAS MANTHOUS, in Mathematics
PETER SEBASTIAN MARCHESE, in Electrical Engineering
MARK JENNINGS MARGETTS, in Mechanical Engineering
NARAYANA MARIAPPA, in Electrical Engineering
ALFRED JOSEPH MAROZZI, JR., in Pharmacy
ROBERT Louis MASTRACCHIO, in Chemical Engineering
THOMAS JOSEPH MCCABE, in Mathematics
BERNARD JOSEPH MCCAFFREY, in Mechanical Engineering
RICHARD ANDREW MCCOMB, in Civil Engineering
JERRY MARTIN METZGER, in Mathematics
MARILYN GERTRUDE MILLER, in Botany
MICHAEL ANTHONY MITCHELL, in Physics
HARSHAD C. MODY, in Civil Engineering
THOMAS JOSEPH MONAHAN, in Botany
MELVIN DAVID MONTEMERLO, in Mathematics
JOSEPH JAMES PANDOZZI MORTON, in Pharmacy
JOHN JOSEPH MORYL, in Electrical Engineering
ASA HARRIS MOSHER, in Animal Diseases
JESSE Moss, JR., in Physics
JOHN FRANCIS MULLOOLY, in Mechanical Engineering
CARL SIDNEY MARTIN MYHILI., in Mathematics
ROBERT PETER NALEWAIK, in Bacteriology
KAREN S. NEMERGUT, in Botany
JOSEPH THOMAS NEWMAN, JR., in Bacteriology
GEORGE ROBERT NORMAN, in Animal Industries
WILLIAM ROBERT OFSIANY, in Zoology
LEE A. OWEN, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN ROY OWENS, JR., in Physics
BERND PANKOW, in Mechanical Engineering
PRATAP SEVENTILAL PAREKH, in Pharmacy
STEPHEN DANIEL PATTERSON, in Mechanical Engineering
THEODORE RALPH PAULEY, in Mechanical Engineering
DELANO WYLEY PECKHAM, III, in Chemistry
JAMES FINTAN PHELAN, in Genetics
FREDERICK J. POLNISCH, in Mechanical Engineering
ALVIN EDGAR POWELL, SR, in Electrical Engineering
Thirty
DOUGLAS MCDONALD PRATT, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN WILLIAM PUORTO, JR., in Mechanical Engineering
ROBERT WILLIAM RADER, in Pharmacy
PATRICIA ANN RANDAR, in Botany
HALLAS HAZARD RIDGEWAY, in Civil Engineering
JOHN P. ROSAllA, in Pharmacy
MYRON ROSENTHAL, in Zoology
PAUL ALFRED Roy, in Civil Engineering
RICHARD MICHAEL SALTZMAN, in Mechanical Engineering
JUGESH KUMAR SAXENA, in Electrical Engineering
CHARLES DANIEL SCHAPER, in Chemical Engineering
HANS R. SCHARER, in Mechanical Engineering
J. ALLAN SCHUERMAN, in Mechanical EngineeringICI JIANG SHIAU, in Civil Engineering
KUDIGE BASAPPA SHIVARUDRAPPA, in Civil Engineering
THEODORE MARVIN SHLISKY, in Mechanical Engineering
KUMARES CHANDRA SINHA, in Civil Engineering
WILLIAM MEARS SLAYTON, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL F. SMITH, in Mechanical Engineering
SUSAN CAROL SMITH, in Zoology
GEORGE SOLE, in Mechanical Engineering
DONALD MARK SOSNOSKI, in Mechanical Engineering
ANDREW JOHN STANLAND, in Mechanical Engineering
PETER RICHARD STEPANISHEN, in Electrical Engineering
DAVID EARL STOCK, in Mechanical Engineering
PETER MORRIS STOCKMAN, in Electrical Engineering
WEN-PING Su, in Civil Engineering
FRANCIS JOSEPH SULLIVAN, JR., in Electrical Engineering
JOHN A. SULLIVAN, in Mathematics
BARBARA ORSINI SURWILO, JR., in Zoology
THOMAS W. SWERCZEK, in Animal Diseases
Avis LATHAM SYLVIA, in Zoology
ROBERT BRUCE SZAMIER, in Zoology
ALY MAHMOUD TAHA, in Pharmacy
SHIRLEY SHU-MEI TANG, in Chemistry
ORLEY ROBERT TAYLOR, in Zoology
THOMAS MARTIN TAYLOR, in Electrical Engineering
ARTHUR FRANCIS THOMPSON, in Chemistry
STEPHEN ALLEN TICE, in Mathematics
JOHN ALEXANDER TIMOSHENKO, in Mechanical Engineering
ALBERT CHUNG-SIU TSO, in Electrical Engineering
NICHOLAS Tuz, in Civil Engineering
JOSEPH JOHN VALENTINE, in Plant Science
ARTHUR WILLIAM VEMIS, in Electrical Engineering
JAMES HUDSON VICKERS, in Animal Diseases
VERNE VIELE, in Electrical Engineering
SEPPO JOHANNES VIIKINSALO, in Mechanical Engineering
MAGERY SHAMARAO PANDURANGA VITTAL, in Civil Engineering
PETER EDWARD VOYER, in Mechanical Engineering
CHRISTINE J. WARD, in Bacteriology
GEORGE HENRY WEDBERG, JR., in Physics
LAWRENCE ALLEN WEISS, in Civil Engineering
BARRY JAY WEISSMAN, in Chemical Engineering
RICHARD ALLEN WHITTLESEY in Electrical Engineering
WALTER JACOB WIEGAND, JR., in Physics
Thirty-one
WALTER ANDREW WO JTOWICZ, JR., in Mechanical Engineering
ARTHUR F. WOLDAN, in Mechanical Engineering
JANICE ALTHEA WOLFF, in Bacteriology
RICHARD ELWOOD WOLKE in Animal Diseases
JOHN WILLIAM WOLOSZYNSKI, in Electrical Engineering
UNG-MING Wu, in Electrical Engineering
LLOYD SING-TAO YANG, in Electrical Engineering
STEVE GEORGE YOGODZINSKI, JR., in Mechanical Engineering
JOHN H. YOUNG, in Civil Engineering
WILLIAM FRANCIS ZAPISEK, in Zoology
ROBERT JAMES ZERA, in Mechanical Engineering
DAVID EDWARD ZYCHOWSKI, in Electrical Engineering
Thirty-two
MASTER OF ARTS
OMER EL MUBARAK ABU ZEID, in Economics
THOMAS EDWARD ADAMS, in Latin
CHARLES AFTOSMIS, in Education
PETER J. AKAM, in Economics
RICHARD GORDON ALLAN, in Education
PRESTON RAYMOND ALLISON, in Education
REUBEN ALTMAN, in Psychology
LYMAN F. AMSDEN, in Education
JUDITH LUCILLE AMSTUTZ, in Education
SHIRLEY ARIKER, in English
WILLIAM LLOYD AYER, in Education
MARK GEORGE AllARA, JR., in Political Science
HAZEL BARBER, in Education
LOUIS DANIEL BARGNESI, in Education
HELEN MARIE BARRETT, in Child Development & Family Relations
SARA Lou BEEBE, in Education
BURTON ROBERT BELL, in Clothing, Textiles and Related Arts
GERARD JAMES BERGEN, in Economics
EDWARD THEODORE BERNARD, in Economics
RONALD RAYMOND BERRY, in Education
ANTHONY JOSEPH BIELA, in History
RUTH TRACY BLAKE, in Education
ESTHER NAOMI BLANK, in Sociology
MICHAEL L. BOCHICCHIO, in Political Science
UDITH KAY BOEKA, in English
MAUREEN KENNY BOJKO, in Education
CHARLES ELLSWORTH BOUGHTON, in Physical Education
JEAN DANIELS BOULDEN, in Education
ROBERT GEORGE BOULEY, in Education
LEE GIRARD BRADSHAW, in English
DONNA SHAPIRO BRANDSTEIN, in Education
JOHN BADDELEY BRILEY, in History
JOHN LINNON BRODEUR, in Physical Education
THEODORA MARROTTE BROWN, in Education
CANDACE CELENTANO BUONOCORE, in Education
BETTY ANN BUSSMAN, in Education
ROBERT JOSEPH CABANA, in Political Science
PHYLLIS S CANTOR, in French
LAWRENCE ANTHONY CARDOSO, in History
WILLIAM EDWARD CARPENTER, in Education
GUY FRANCIS CARUSO, in Economics
BARBARA RAE CASWELL in English
PATRICIA L. CELLA, in Education
ROBERT ARMAND CHARTIER, in Education
DONNA VICTORIA CHASE, in Education
WILLIAM BARROWS CHASE, in History
THOMAS JOSEPH CHMURA, in Economics
JOHN DOWLING CHRISTIE, in Music
DOROTHY ANN CILIANO, in Education
ERNEST PETER CIRILLO, in Theatre Arts
WILLIAM DIXON CLARK, JR., in Education
MARY-LOU CLOUD, in English
ARTHUR CAMILLE CLOUTIER, in English
Thirty-three
CHARLES DRUSSEL COFFIN, in Education
CLAUDIA ANN COMBIES, in Physical Education
Rum COOPER, in Education
PAUL STUART COWEN, in Psychology
CARMELA CARON CRISCUOLO, in Education
CAROLYN G. CURTIS, in Education
ROY THOMAS D'ARcY, in English
JOHN G. DAVID, in Philosophy
DONNA SARA DAVIDSON, in English
HELEN M. DAVIS, in Speech Pathology & Audiology
EDWARD JOSEPH DEAK, JR., in Economics
WALTER W. DEAN, JR., in Physical Education
RONALD WILLIAM DEANGELIS, in History
PETER FRANCIS DECOSTA, in Education
DONALD ERCOLE DELAuRA, in English
PHYLLIS C DELEO, in English
RICHARD JOHN DELNICKAS, in Education
JEFFREY A. DELUCA, in History
MADELINE CAROL DELUCIA, in Speech Pathology 8c Audiology
DORIS B. DEMAREST, in Education
CLARE GESSAY DESPATHY, in Education
MARILYN H. DIAMOND, in English
DOMINIC JOHN DINING, in Education
MAURICE GEORGE DION, in Economics
ROBERT EDMOND DION, in Education
MARIA TERESA DISANO, in English
JOHN PHILO DIXON, in Sociology
STELLA MARION DOCTOR, in Education
JOHN JOSEPH DOFFEK, in Education
BARBARA ANNE DONNELLY, in Education
WILLIAM EUGENE DORNEMANN, in German
BERNICE ARLENE DOWHAN, in Education
MARY ELLEN DUFFLEY, in English
ANITA CHRISTINE ELLIS, in Political Science
FREDERICK TERRENCE ERDT, in English
RONALD ARTHUR ERIKSON, in History
MARY LOUISE ERTEL, in Sociology
ESTHER JONES EVANS, in Education
FRANCES HART EWERS, in Political Science
EMILIO EDWARD FAIOLA, in Education
VICTOR HENRY FERRY, in Education
IRMA E. FODEN, in Education
BRUCE L. Fox, in Economics
FRANK J. FRANGIONE, in Education
JAMES SHERLOCK FRASER, in Political Science
MARTIN GERALD FREEDMAN, in Education
STANLEY LEWIS FREEDMAN, in Music
MARILYN ABBIEGAIL FROST, in Child Development & Family Relations
JOSEPH HENRY GAGNE, in Sociology
OMER JOSEPH GAGNON, in Education
PATRICIA MARY GAJ, in English
KEVIN GERARD GALVIN, in Philosophy
PATRICIA TENCZAR GARDELLA, in Education
ALAN WILLIAM GATES, in Education
SIDNEY CABOT GATES, in Education
Thirty-four
FRANCIS ROBERT GEMME, in English
LEILA BOYLE GEMME, in Political Science
HENRY CARSTEN GERDES, in History
SHARON ROSE GILBERT, in English
ROSEMARY ELLEN GILSON, in Child Development & Family Relations
ROBERT HAMILTON GLASS, in Education
ROBERTA HELEN GOFF, in Education
JOHN CLARK GOLDEN, in Education
DENNIS MICHAEL GORMLEY, in Education
GARY GOSHGARIAN, in English
CAROLE PATRICIA GOTTLIEB, in English
KEITH ALAN GOULD, in English
JOHN RAYMOND GOWEN, in Theatre Arts
ANTHONY WILLIAM GRANDE, in Spanish
JAMES IRVING GRANT, in Physical Education
ANGELO VICTOR GRECO, in Education
THOMAS ENOCH GREENE, in Music
ROBERT BERNARD GUERTIN, in Education
HERBERT SCHAEFER GUTE, in Political Science
SARAH WILSON HADDOCK, in Education
RUTH CHARLOTTE HAFT, in Education
DAVID J. HAMELIN, in History
PHILLIP E. HARNEY, in Education
DONALD BRUCE HARRINGTON, in History
ROBERT EARL HARTWELL, in Physical Education
ANDREA R. CARROLL HELMS, in Political Science
MARGARET ALLISON HEMPHILL, in Political Science
STEPHEN JAN HERMASZEWSKI, in Education
JOHN CLARK HIGBY, in Music
BARBARA STOWELL HIGGINS, in Education
DONALD BRENTON HINMAN, in English
CAROLYN GRACE HOECKER, in English
JOSEPH J. HOLMES, in History
LORRAINE MAY HOVEY, in Education
JOAN MARIE HOWARD, in Education
JOAN GRINDROD HOWLAND, in Education
EUGENE ROBERT HUNTER, in Education
EVELYN BOONE HUNTER, in Education
CHARLES ANTHONY INDELICATO, in Political Science
ANTHONY F. JAPHA, in Economics
ELAINE T. JERMANN, in Education
HELEN IRENE JETTE, in History
RICHARD EDWARD JOAQUIN, in Education
CLAYTON BERRY JONES, III, in Education
LAWRENCE PORTER JONES, in Education
PETER WILSON JORDAN, in English
STORM MARTINIUS JORGENSEN, JR., in History
MARGARET EDITH BLAIR JOYNER, in English
WARREN NEIL KANIN, in History
JOSEPH P. KASPRISKIE, in Music
DANIEL JAMES KELLY, in History
PETER PAUL KELLY, JR., in Political Science
JOYCE ANN KI JEWSKI, in Education
MARY CAMERON KILGOUR, in Political Science
KENNETH LAWRENCE KNAPP, in Economics
Thirty-five
JAMES FRANCIS KOCH, in History
PRISCILLA A. KOLYVAS, in Education
THOMAS WARREN KOPP, in Physical Education
MICHAEL B. Koss, in Theatre Arts
MICHAEL PATRICK KROK, JR., in Economics
PATRICIA WINIFRED KULLEY, in Education
WILLIAM ROBERT KULLEY, in Education
JOSEPH DOUGLASS LAFORTE, in Economics
AUDREY A. LANCTOT, in Physical Education
JOYCE MARIE LANDER, in Education
ALDINE LAVERNE LANTIS, in Education
CHARLES FREDERICK LASHER, in History
PETER LAWNER, in Psychology
HAROLD ROBERT LAWTON, in Music
PETER MICHAEL LECH, in Economics
JUNE A. LEGGE, in Education
AVIS KIRBY LEMIRE, in Education
DONALD GEORGE LEMIRE, in Education
MARCIA LEE LEONARD, in History
ROBERT ALLEN LESSIG, in Education
RONALD CHARLES LEVESQUE, in History
RENEE WEINRAUB LIESE, in French
VERNICE EILEEN LILJENBERG, in Speech Pathology Sc Audiology
MARY FRANCES THOMAS LONG, in English
PATRICIA A. LORDI, in Education
DUANE ALLEN LOUGEE, in Economics
ROBERT DAVID LUCKEY, in French
ELINOR JANET MACDONALD, in Education
GLORIA DEMBY MADDOX, in Theatre Arts
JEFFREY  ROBERT MAHER, in EducationOBERT PAUL MAINE, in Economics
DAVID MILLETT MAKER, in Music
MICHAEL OWEN MALLEY, in Education
EDNA MAY MALONEY, in Physical Education
MARGARET LOUISE MANFRED, in English
JOYCE KALLGREN MARCY, in Education
MICHAEL JOSEPH MARQUIS, in Education
BENEDICT J. MARSHALL, in Education
CARROLL DENNIS MASON, in Education
CHARITY MARIE MATHIAS, in Theatre Arts
JAMES C. MCCANN, in Sociology
JAMES GEORGE MCCRYSTAL, in Education
STEWART STEPHEN MCDONOUGH, in Education
STEPHEN HENRY MCELROY, II, in English
DOUGLAS STEVENSON MCGAHIE, in Education
CHARLES HARRY MCKINNEY, in English
WARREN HARRISON MCKNIGHT, in Education
GLENN VERNON MCLELLAN, in Physical Education
BERVERLEY BURGESS MCNALLY, in Education
DENNIS JOHN McNAMEE, in History
ANN MARIE MCSWEENEY, in Education
DONALD STUART MERCER, in Education
DOUGLAS BAKER MERRIMAN, in Education
RONALD PAUL MIHALOVIC, in Economics
JOSEPH FRANCIS MIKLOJCIK, JR., in Theatre Arts
Thirty-six
CHARLES MIRSKY, in English
STEPHEN GEORGE MISOVICH, in Psychology
CARLISLE EATON MOODY, JR., in Economics
JANET MARIE MORIARTY, in Spanish
DONALD PAUL MORISSETTE, in Education
STANTON MARSHALL MORRIS, in Psychology
EDWARD ANDREW MOSCA, in Economics
MOHINI MUNDKUR, in History
KEVIN PETER MYERS, in Education
RICHARD GENNARO NAPOLETANO, in Education
BARBARA HELEN NARDO, in Education
JUDITH MARIE NARKON, in Education
STEPHEN S. NASUTA, in Philosophy
JOAN HEWETT NEELANS, in Education
JANET A. NICHOLS, in Education
JON PHILIP NOREN, in History
WAYNE M. O'LEARY, in History
PETER IRVING OLSEN, in Education
LINDA MALLETT O'NEAL, in Speech Pathology & Audiology
ROBERT GANNON O'NEILL, in History
ROBERT LAWRENCE ONOPA, in English
JEFFREY PETER OSSEN, in Political Science
MARY LOUISE O'SULLIVAN, in Education
JOAN SKIFF OWENS, in Education
HORACE STIMPSON VAZ PARKER, in Education
MIRIAM HADDON PATTERSON, in Education
RONALD D. PAULLO, in Speech Pathology & Audiology
LINDA RAE PENALUNA, in History
PAUL ALFRED PERREGAUX, in Economics
JOHN HENRY PETERS, IV, in Education
CARL GATES PETERSON, in Education
JOAN PRISCILLA PHELPS, in Physical Education
MARY WATERS POLCI, in Political Science
ELLEN G POLINSKY, in Education
JUDITH A. PONTILLO, in Education
JUNE ANDERSON PRINDLE, in English
JOHN HENRY PROCTOR, in Education
ELAINE PURDY, in Education
FRANCIS PAUL QUILLIAM, in History
NELSON WHITMAN QUINBY, III, in Education
JANET S. QUIRK, in Clothing, Textiles & Related Arts
KATE HOWARD RAFTERY, in English
MAMIE DROITCOUR RALPH, in Education
ARLENE CLAIRE RAMBUSH, in English
THEODORE CARL REICHARD, in English
DONALD WILLIAM REPOLI, in Education
PATRICIA ANN RICE, in Education
GEORGE EDGAR RICHARDS, in Education
GAIL RICHENS, in Education
MARVIN STANLEY ROBERTS, in Education
WILLIAM THOMAS ROCHE, in Education
HERBERT CLARKE ROCKWELL, in Education
JUDITH ANN ROHLFS, in Education
JAMES NORMAN ROSS, in Economics
KENNETH EDWARD ROSTEDT, in Education
Thirty-seven
GRANT CLIFFORD Ron, in English
WILLIAM FRANK ROUSE, in Education
JOHN FRYER RUNCIE, in Sociology
LAWRENCE DAVID RUSCONI, in Political Science
JOHN KINGSBURY RUSSELL, in History
LILLIAN CLARK SANDFORD, in Education
PRISCILLA STICKNEY SANFORD, in Education
ANITA GUARDO SATRIANO, in Education
HARRY WILLIAM SCALZO, in Education
WARREN NORTON SCAMMAN, in Education
JANICE LORIMOR SCAR, in Speech Pathology & Audiology
JOSEPH PASQUALE SCARPACE, in Economics
GEORGE WALTER SCHELZEL, in Sociology
BARBARA ANN SCHINDLER, in Education
DAVID MURRAY SHACK, in Education
ROBERT MICHAEL SHERMAN, in Psychology
WILLIAM RUSSELL SIDES, in Psychology
BARBARA ANN SITLER, in Speech Pathology and Audiology
MARTIN WAYNE SLANN, in Political Science
KENNETH CHATFIELD SMITH, in English
MARION LOUISE SMITH, in Education
NANCY LOUISE SMITH, in Education
ROBERT DONALD SMITH, in Education
ANTHONY JOHN SOSCIA, in Education
JUDITH H. SPILLANE, in Education
THOMAS K. STANDISH, in Economics
RUTH MCKENZIE STEWART, in Education
NINA CATHLEEN STILES, in Education
CAROL JEANNE STOLTZ, in Psychology
EMILY MARY STRNAD, in Education
ROBERT LATHROP STROUSE, in Education
GILBERT E. STUART, in Education
GREGORY SULLIVAN, in Education
JOHN B. SULLIVAN, in Education
VIRGINIA FRANCIS SULLIVAN, in Education
THOMAS LEE SYLVIA, in Economics
ABDEL WAHAB TAMIM, in Economics
JAMES EDWARD TANSLEY, in Education
PATRICIA JOHNSON TAYLOR, in Education
RALPH MAYNARD TAYLOR, in Education
KARL E. THALLER, in Psychology
DONALD STERLING THOMAS, in English
JUDITH LEE THOMSON, in Education
LEWIS ROBERT TRAESTER, JR., in History
ROBERT EDWARD TRICHKA, in Physical Education
RICHARD STAFFORD TYLER, in Political Science
THOMAS FREDERICK VANDERBECK, in English
KENNETH N. VERNON, in Political Science
JAMES MORGAN VINCENT, in Political Science
PETER BRUCE WALDECK, in German
FREDERICK L. WALLACE, in Political Science
BARBARA STRUDLER WALLSTON, in Education
RONALD CLAIR WARNER, in German
WESLEY ELLIS WARNER, in Education
MARY LEE WASHBURN, in English
Thirty-eight
CLYDE WASHBURNE, in Education
MARJORIE WHITENACK WEIST, in Education
DANIEL JOSEPH WHITAKER, in History
EDWARD HOCK WHITE, in Sociology
MILTON THOMAS WHITE, in Education
CLAIRE LOUISE WILCOX, in History
RICHARD ARTHUR WILLIAMS, in Education
DORIS ELEANOR WILSON, in Education
KATHRYN PION WILSON, in Education
ALAN D. WINGARD, in Music
FRANCES FARRIN WINN, in Education
JUANITA MATTHEWS WORSLEY, in Education
THOMAS L. WRIGHT, in Psychology
MOHAMED IBRAHIM ZAREI, in Economics
MICHAEL JAN ZIEKY, in English
PAUL ZISSERSON, in History
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GEORGE DAVID ADOTTE, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Second Order Theory in Orthotropic Plates
CLARK E. ALLEN, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Birth Order and Reaction to Threat: A Com-
parison of Self Evaluation and Anxiety Reduction Motives
CESARE AMBROSIO, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Migrations of Acyl and Alkoxycarbonyl De-
rivatives of o-Aminophenol
DOMINICK THOMAS ARMENTANO, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Political Economy of William Graham
Sumner: A Study in the History of Free-Enterprise Ideas
KARL SIEGFRIED NORMAN ARNDT, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Ferdinand Raimund: An Appraisal of the
Serious Elements in His Plays
DONALD C. AVERILL, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Responsibility of the Connecticut State
Board of Education for the Education of Teachers in the State
from 1865 to 1965
ELISABETH ERNA BACKHAUS, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Schiller und Kleist: Intrige und Marionette
Das Problem des jugendlichen Heiden
RICHARD WELD BAILEY, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Public and Private Styles of the Earl of
Chesterfield
EARL FRANCIS BARIL, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Purification and Biochemical and Immuno-
chemical Properties of Myosin from Muscle of the Developing
Chick
WALTER LAWTON BARKER, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Pantalones: A Study in Relations Be-
tween the Comtneclut Dell'Arte and the Elizabethan Drama
MOHAMMAD ANWAR BEG, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparative Study of Teacher Education in
Ceylon and Pakistan
RAYMOND COBB BOWEN, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Histochemical Studies of Larval Macracan-
thorhynchus Ingens and Certain Spirobolid Millipeds
Forty-one
DOROTHEA DORIAN BRAGINSKY, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Machiavellianism and Manipulative Interper-
sonal Behavior in Children: Two Exploratory Studies
EDUARD CARL BRANDT, JR., in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of a School's Organization Upon
the Nature and Character of the Curriculum Work of a Teacher
JOHN PETER BREEN, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Perceptions of Principals
and Cross-Cultural Exchange Teachers Regarding Community
and Professional Responsibilities
JOSEPH JAMES BREEN, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Fatigue Characteristics of Bituminous Pave-
ments at Low Temperatures
SANDRA M. BROWN, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Relationship Between
a Knowledge of Letter Names and Sounds and the Mastery of an
Initial Sight Vocabulary
JUDITH CUSHING BURLEIGH, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Spanish and American Influences on the
Elementary Social Studies Curriculum in Puerto Rico, 1898 to
1964
THERESA IRENE CAHN, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Redundancy in Discrimination
Learning by Normal and Mentally Retarded Children
MARIO JOSEPH CASARELLA, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Stability of Parallel Viscous Flows
YI HAN CHANG, in Pharmacy
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on the Mechanism of Action of Ethly-
a-p-Chlorophenoxyisobutyrate
NARINDER PERKASH CHOPRA, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Higher Classification of the Family Rho-
palidae (Hemiptera) Together With a Revision of the Genus
Arhyssus Stal (Rhopalidae:Hemiptera)
ROBERT DOUGLAS COLLIER, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: The Vibration and Acoustic Radiation of a
Simply Supported Plate Excited by Turbulent Boundary Layer
Pressure Fluctuations
ROBERT VERN CRAMER, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Financial Development in Private Higher
Education and the Effects of Related Variables
F orty-two
WILFRED FRANK CROFT, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Closed Circuit Television as a Medium for
Teaching Introductory Physical Science at Central Connecticut
State College
WILLIAM MICHAEL CUMMINGS, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Preparation and Reactions of Some Unusual
Alkyl Halides
JAMES FRANCIS D'ANGELO, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of the Local Property Tax on
Education in Connecticut Communities
JAY M. DAVIS, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Appreciation of Hostile Humor: Some Rela-
tionships to Motivational and Personality Variables
EDWARD FRANCIS DEROCHE, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Effectiveness of Selected Crea-
tive Exercises on Creative Thinking and the Mastery of a Unit
in Elementary Science
ROBERT FRANCIS DIFRONZO, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Tachistoscopic and Conven-
tional Methods in Teaching Grade Three Music Sight-Playing
on a Melody Wind Instrument.
JOHN P. DUNLOP, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Administration of Student Discipline in
Publicly-Supported Institutions of Higher Education
IRWIN ENGLANDER, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Theory of Electroless Plating. The Electroless
Plating of Nickel
ROBERT MARION FEDORCHEK, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: The Theme of Poverty in the Novelas Es-
panolas Contemporaneas of Perez Galdos.
CARL M. FERRAR, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Propagation of Electrostatic Disturbances in
Finite-Temperature Plasmas
ELSIE B. FETTERMAN, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of a Work Orientation Pro-
gram for Home Economics Related Occupations
EARLE EDWARD FLATT, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Individualized Eye-Span
Training With Digits on Effective Reading Rate
WILLIAM CLELAND FORBES, in Botany
Doctoral Dissertation: A Cytological Study of the Chelonia
Forty-three
JOSEPH T. FOURNIER, pt., in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Theoretical Investigation of a Radiation-
Induced Molecule-Ion in Aluminum Oxide
ROBERT JAY GANGEWERE, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Aesthetic Theory of Wallace Stevens
WILLIAM JOHN GARRITY, JR., in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Constitutional Law, Statute Law and Case
Law Provisions of the States Concerning Curricula and Text-
books with Implications for School Teachers, School Adminis-
trators and Local Boards of Education
GORDON ROGERS GIBSON, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Conventions and Novelties in Opera
MAY-Wo Foo GIGER, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Determinants of Performance in a Word Con-
struction Task
JAMES EVERETT GUETHS, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Electrical Resistivities and Transition Tem-
peratures of Single Crystals of Pure and Cadmium-Doped Tin
HERMAN BERNARD HARTMAN, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Localization of Receptor Types in the Pro-
podite-Dactylopodite Organ of the Crab, Cancer lrroratus Say
HERBERT FREDERICK HELBIG, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Measurements of Resonant Electron Capture
in Close H±on—H Collisions
STANLEY LAWRENCE HEM, in Pharmacy
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Mechanism of Crystallization
of Hydrocortisone by Ultrasonic Irradiation
JOHN GILBERT HERLIHY, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Educational Purposes of
Two Federal Youth Agencies: The Civilian Conservation Corps
and the Job Corps of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
SISTER MARY AMY HOEY, R.S.M., in English
Doctoral Dissertation: An Applied Linguistic Analysis of the Prose
Style of C. S. Lewis
GIRARD HAROLD HOTTENDORF, in Animal Diseases
Doctoral Dissertation: The Pathology and Histochemistry of the
Canine Mastocytoma
EDWIN BLAKE HOWARD, in Animal Diseases
Doctoral Dissertation: The Immunological and Biological Reactions
of Neoplastic Mast Cells
Forty-Jour
HARRY WILLIAM HUIZINGA, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Comparative Studies on the Life Cycle and
Tissue Invasion of Two Species of Contracaecum from Piscivor-
ous Birds
ROGER N. JOHNSON, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Successive Habit Reversal Learning in Albino
Rats with Brain Stimulation as a Reinforcer
PAUL EDWARD KEELEY, in Plant Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Crop and Weed Response to Varying Levels
of Mineral Nutrients and Moisture Stress
JAMES MARTIN KELLIHER, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Temperature on Infrared
Spectra
QUENTIN CATTELL KESSEL, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Coincidence Study of Argon Ion-Atom Col-
lisions at Kilovolt Energies
HARRY J. KIENZLE, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Emile Durkheim and American Sociology: A
Study in the Philosophical Presuppositions of a Science
JAMES FRANKLIN KNAPP, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: R. S. Thomas and the Plain Style in Post-War
British Poetry
GEORGE H. KNEPPLE, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Frequency Response of a Packed Distillation Col-
umn
FRANK KRESS, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Kritische Ausgabe Des Vorwortes and Des I.
Kapitels Der Drei Originalfassungen Von Hermann Brochs
"Bergroman" Nebst Herkunftsnachweis Des 1968 Gedruckten
Textes
JOSEPH CHARLES KUNCES, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Comparison of Processes of Selection of Execu-
tives in Public Schools and Industries of Plymouth County, Mas-
sachusetts
EDWARD Y. T. Kuo, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Part I. On the Generation of Surface Rough-
ness by Turbulent Wind
Pan II. Ambient Sea Noise Due to Surface Motion
FRANK JOSEPH LAHEY, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Effect of Buoyancy on Laminar Vertical Jets
JERRY COLEMAN LAMB, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Codes and Human Channel Capacity
Forty-five
DONALD LYLE LANDRY, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Organizational Aids on Reading
Comprehension
STANLEY BURTON LEVY, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Mass Transfer and Pressure Distribution of a
Fluid Flowing in a Flexible Walled Radial Venturi
PAUL Wu, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Model for Establishing an Obsolescence In-
dication for Practicing Electrical Engineers
ANN CATHERINE MARCHOK, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Cell Division and Nucleic Acid Synthesis in
Developing Chick Muscle
ROMAN T. MARKIW, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Chemical Reactions of Polynucleotides
and Derivatives
JOHN HENRY MARTIN, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Theme and Structure in the Novels of E. M.
Forster
PHILIP THOMAS MASLEY, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of a Curriculum for Non-
Farm Agricultural Employment in Connecticut
ALBERT PAUL MATHERS, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Causes of Disagreements Between Connecti-
cut Boards of Finance and Boards of Education
BERNARD JAMES MCKEARNEY, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study to Determine the Factors Responsible
for Connecticut's Loss of Leadership in the Common School
Movement Between 1820 and 1850
GEORGE EDWARD MEMBRINO, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Development of Teacher Edu-
cation Institutions in Massachusetts
ROBERT EMIL MILLER, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Policies and Practices Relating to Admission
of Non-Resident Students to State Universities
JAMES HERBERT LAWRENCE MILLS, in Animal Diseases
Doctoral Dissertation: The Pathogenesis of Experimental Bovine
Mucosal Disease
DONALD EVERETT MORSE, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: "Darning and the Eight-Fifteen": Artistry and
Thought in W. H. Auden's "For the Time Being"
Forty-six
TERENCE I. MUNNELLY in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Osmotic and Activity Coefficients of Cis- and
Trans-Nitrobis(ethylenediamine)amminecobalt(III) Salts
WILMA IDA NAGEL, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Family Influences on Juniors
and Seniors Who Have Enrolled in Elementary Teacher Edu-
cation
JANE SINDEN NORTON, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparative Study of Nuclease Activity in
Algae: Partial Purification, Properties, Specificities, and Local-
ization of Two Ribonucleases in Anacystis Nidulans
NEWTON G. OSBORNE, in Bacteriology
Doctoral Dissertation: Interactions of Bacteriophage 77 and Cell Wall
Precursors of Staphylococcus Aureus Strain 77
FRANK K. PATTERSON, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Ternary Nitrides of Alkaline Earth Metals
and Some Transition Metals
ROBERT ROLAND PEPIN, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Scholastic Achievements and Per-
sonal Adjustments of Military and Non-Military Transitory
High School Students
ROGER PEREIRA, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Mechanism of Pancreatic
Lipolysis
JOHN W. PETRAS, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Genesis and Development of Symbolic
Interactionism in American Sociology
JOHN RICHARD PFUND, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Self-Instructional Pro-
gramed Materials That Incorporate Pictorial Illustrations
J. DENNIS POLLACK, in Bacteriology
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on the Localization of Enzymes in
Mycoplasma Species
RICHARD JOHN RAMSEY, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Classical Conditioning of Ocular Movements
in Retardates
LAWRENCE JOSEPH RASERO, JR., in Pharmacy
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Gamma Radiation from a Co-
balt-60 Source on Aqueous Solutions of Chlorobutanol, Theo-
phylline, and Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose Packaged in Glass
and Polyethylene Containers
Forty-seven
ARNOLD HARRISON ROBBINS, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Which Influenced Potential Dropouts
in High School to Stay in School
FRED LEE ROBSON, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Liquid Layer Properties on
Shear Stress in Condensing Flow in a Horizontal Tube
KEITH GILL SCOTT, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Parameters of Short-Term Recall
ARMAND JOSEPH SILVA, in Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Downdrag on Piles
STANLEY SKLAR, in Pharmacy
Doctoral Dissertation: N-Ethyltryptamine Derivatives Related to
Reserpine and Lysergic Acid
ANDREW J. SMITH, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Techniques for Educating Teachers In-Service
EDWARD SHERMAN TWINING, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Love and Politics in the Early Poetry of IA'.
H. Auden
DONALD JACOBSEN TYRRELL, in Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Differential Delay-Of-Reward Training and
Subsequent Discrimination Learning in Children
RONALD L. WAGNER, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Properties of Lysosomal Beta-Glucuron-
idase Activity in Normal Rat Liver and in Tumors
FRANKLIN JORDAN WATSON, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Selected Demographic and
Social Differences Among the Suburbs of the Metropolitan Com-
munity of Hartford, Connecticut: 1960
LECLAIRE B. WATTS, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: The Clown: A Comparison of the Comic
Figures of Lope De Vega and William Shakespeare
CHARLES 0. WEISS, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Sodium Chloride Dissolved in Fused Boric
Oxide: An Electrochemical Study
RODNEY EDMUND WELLS, in Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Determination of the Minimum Opti-
mum Size School District for the State of Connecticut
RONALD AUSTIN WELLS in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Quest for Authority: A Study of English
Usage and Lexicography
Forty-eight
JOHN RICHARD WENDEL, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: E.T.A. Hoffmann's Die Elixiere Des Teufels
and Their Dependence on Matthew G. Lewis' The Monk
FRANKLIN KNIGHT WILLS, in Animal Diseases
Doctoral Dissertation: Response of the Bovine Uterus to Several In-
fectious Agents
LAWRENCE FRANCIS YORK, in English




Each year the President of the United States through the Secretary
of Defense grants commissions to the University of Connecticut students
in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Corps.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY
JOHN F. COUGHLIN, Infantry
KENNETH F. KELLY, AIS/Armor
RONALD E. MASSEY, Armor
JOHN NOWOSADKO, JR., AIS/Infantry
PETER P. ROMING, Artillery
HANS TEES, Infantry






STANLEY J. CHESNAS, JR.

























EDWARD T. KNUREK, JR.







WILLIAM J. NAGY, JR.
ROBERT J. NICHOLS
GARY C. PALMER


















ELLSWORTH J. TURSE, JR.
ERWIN R. WAIBEL
Fifty
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, AIR FORCE RESERVE














JOHN P. PIERNE, JR.
HENRY C. RACKI, JR.




EMERITUS MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Staff members who have had 25 years or more service at the
University of Connecticut
W. HARRISON CARTER, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences —
September 16, 1931 to October 1, 1966
J. ORLEAN CHRISTIAN, Director of the Division of Intercollegiate Ath-
letics — September I, 1934 to October 1, 1966
TILFORD W. COCKS, County Club Agent —
April 18, 1932 to February 1, 1966
WAYNE N. PLASTRIDGE, Professor of Animal Diseases —
September 1, 1928 to March I, 1966
WILFRED B. YOUNG, Dean of the College of Agriculture, Director of the
Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, and Director of Agricultural
Extension — February 1, 1931 to October 1, 1966
Fifty-two
THE MACE
THE MACE, carried by Professor Paul Nason Taylor, Secretary of
the University Senate, was first used at the Inauguration of President
Babbidge. It is used on all occasions of academic ceremony at the Uni-
versity. At today's Commencement, the entry of the Mace heralds the
arrival of the academic procession.
The audience is requested to remain seated, so that all may see the
procession. The Mace will be presented at the center of the stage while
all those marching are taking their places.
THE PROCESSIONAL
In the processional the candidates of each School and College are led
by a faculty member serving as an assistant marshal and wearing a blue
beefeater cap. Immediately behind the assistant marshal is a faculty
appointed student representative carrying the School or College banner.
The faculty and trustees are led by the chief marshal, Professor Edward
V. Gant.
The banner colors identifying the candidate groups are as follows:
College and School of Agriculture 	  Brown and Yellow
School of Business Administration 	  Almond
School of Dental Medicine 
	  Lilac and Gold
School of Education 	  Light Blue
School of Engineering 	 Orange
School of Fine Arts 	  Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 
	  Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	  Gold
School of Home Economics 	  Maroon
School of Insurance 
	 Almond and Gold
School of Law 	  Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
	  White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	  Green and Gold
School of Nursing 
	  Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	  Olive
School of Physical Education 	  Green




Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which has come
down from the universities of the Middle Ages. They were once common
forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted
more modern dress. The early European universities were founded by the
church; the students being clerics were obliged to wear prescribed gowns
and caps at all times.
The usual color for gowns in America is black, though some univer-
sities are gradually adopting colors representative of their institutions.
Hoods are lined with the college colors and are trimmed with the color
appropriate to the degree:
Agriculture 	  Maize
Arts and Letters 	  White
Business 	  Drab
Divinity 	  Scarlet
Education 	  Light Blue
Engineering 	  Orange
Fine Arts or Architecture 	  Brown
Forestry 	  Russet
Law 	  Purple
Medicine 	  Green
Music 	  Pink
Nursing 	  Apricot
Pharmacy 	  Olive Green
Philosophy 	 Dark Blue
Physical Education 	  Sage Green
Public Health 	  Salmon Pink
Science 	  Golden Yellow
Social Work 	  Citron
usually black, but the tassel may be of the color distinctive
except that the tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and
black, while the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy is
thread.
THE MEDALLION
The Silver Medallion worn by President Homer D. Babbidge, Jr.,
was first used at the time of the University's Silver Anniversary. It hangs
on a silver chain of special design, in which each link represents one of
the University's Schools or Colleges. Each link consists of a cloissonne
circle engraved with a design appropriate for the particular school and
enamelled with the traditional school or college colors.
Caps are u
of the degree, e
Engineering is
made of gold
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